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Success Story

How CIC used 10to8 to turn their workspaces into COVID testing and vaccination centers

Over 41,000 PCR tests scheduled per
month

Over 350,000 vaccinations provided Provided service to 375+
organizations

CIC Health was able to quickly scale
from scheduling just 15,000 PCR tests to
over double this amount in just 3
months.

Simplifying and automating their
processes meant CIC was able to
provide a more efficient service for
more people.

These efforts across the US caused
them to be noticed by top publishing
companies like the NY Times and Wall
Street Journal.

About CIC Health

CIC Health is the newest part of CIC - a shared workspace company. They provide innovative campuses where talented
entrepreneurs have access to the infrastructure, resources, and networks that they need to thrive.

“The process was easy and efficient. I was so impressed with everything from start to finish. Thank you for the speedy results
and great communication.”

- a CIC Health client from a private school.

Challenges

A reduced workspace capacity and necessary COVID tests
The Covid pandemic saw strict guidelines for staff to work from home, and social distance in any workspace.
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CIC responded to this challenge by opening its offices to test their workers and other workspace members. CiC Health was created and
offers COVID tests to schools, universities, employees of other organizations, and private individuals.

With an increase on demand and operations, they moved from their incumbent booking software (SuperSaas) to 10to8's scalable HIPPA
compliant appointment scheduling and customer communications solution to ensure flexible and efficient patient management.

The solution

10to8 for high volumes of vaccination bookings

CIC Health turned to the 10to8 online booking solution.

10to8 provided CIC Health with a platform that could:

● Handle multi-booking a single time slot with short appointments to efficiently distribute patients between testing stations.
● Provide easy checkout with multiple appointments so families and students from the same campus dorm room can book their

testing in one go. No need to fill in details multiple times means a hassle-free booking experience.
● Match CIC’s desired workflows and facilitate their high volume of appointments securely.

Switching to 10to8 was simple and the migration was easy. 10to8’s dedicated Customer Success Team oversaw the process and after a
smooth launch, facilitated CIC Health’s accelerated growth.

10to8 offers tools for HIPAA compliance - essential for any business handling PHI (Protected Health Information) in the US.

“10to8 made our testing service more accessible. It's the most adaptable scheduling software, but it also has a team behind it
that's driven to help from initial onboarding to the inevitable urgent support requests. Especially satisfying are their continual

updates and improvements in our relatively short client lifetime.”

- Caroline Markham, Project Manager, CIC Health
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The result

CIC has successfully delivered a highly capable testing and vaccination program to hundreds of thousands of
people
CIC Health started with just a few thousand COVID test appointments a week and from there had added vaccination bookings to their
portfolio.

With 10to8 they quickly reached 41,000 PCR tests a month and have been steadily taking over 3,000 swabs a day. As of writing, they
facilitated more than 532,000 tests and over 350,000 vaccinations and provided services to 375+ organizations across the United States.
These figures are continuing to grow and CIC is adding more booking locations across the United States.

Their efforts have been recognized by CBS, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, Fox News, and more.

CIC Health grew from a good idea to a successful member of the CIC Group with focus, experimentation, and solid implementation of their
workflows. More importantly, they made a huge contribution to monitoring the spread of the novel coronavirus and helped deliver the
vaccine to more people in an organized manner.

“We couldn’t be more proud to have enabled CIC Health to help not only themselves but other organizations too to ride out
the storm. I hope that their success story will inspire similar businesses in difficult situations and that 10to8’s innovative

scheduling solution can play a big part in their future growth.”

- Matthew Cleevely, CEO, 10to8.
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